Outlaw PB
Cordless Backpack Vacuum

For unrivalled productivity, the Outlaw PB battery-powered
vacuum has the runtime, features, and performance to
supercharge your vacuum process. The mobility and enhanced
safety of a cordless design, combined with low noise levels,
make this Backpack ideal for spot vacuuming large buildings—
offices, healthcare facilities, classrooms, and conference areas.
l Instant trigger and cordless design provide unparalleled productivity
— spot vacuum up to 30,000 sq. ft. per hour.
l NiMH battery technology has double the charge density of traditional
batteries. As a result, the Outlaw PB provides up to 2 hours of runtime
from each set of batteries.
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l To assure a comfortable fit for all body types, the ergonomic
“backpacker” harness adjusts at the shoulders, chest, and waist.
l 0.5 HP, 2-stage, 24V vacuum motor provides plenty of cleaning muscle.
l Very quiet, 65 dbA noise level means the Outlaw PB can be used in
occupied areas at any time.
l Cordless design reduces the risks of a trip/fall accident, eliminates
damage to surroundings, and saves the repair cost of the most
frequently damaged part—the cord!
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Outlaw PB Specifications
Motor
Type

2-stage
24V, 0.5 HP

Air Flow

Maximum 70 CFM (33 L/sec)

Waterlift

44 in (112 cm)

Filtration
Filter Area

2

Provides 5 micron capture at 99.7%
efficiency. Consists of pre-filter, pleated
cone filter, and final foam filter. (HEPA
available - Part # 6991131).
4 sq ft 0.4 m2)

Switch

Instant on/off trigger on wand handle

Batteries

NiMH, 12V, 9.5 AH (each)

Operational Runtime

1-2 hours spot vacuuming

Constant Runtime

4
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30-35 minutes

Construction
Body
Harness
Sound Level
Debris Canister

Rotocast polyethylene
Adjusts at shoulders, chest, and waist
65 dBA @ operator, 55 dBA @ 10 ft
1.6 dry gal (7 L)

1 Outlet at the top directs exhaust away from the
operator and keeps desk papers where they
belong.

Dimensions
Height

25 in (63.5 cm)

Width

12 in (30.5 cm)

Length

12 in (30.5 cm)
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Backpacker-type harness assures a comfortable fit
for all body shapes and sizes.

14 lbs (6.3 kg)
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Intake at the bottom means power is used to
collect debris, not lift it.
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Instant trigger on the handle extends battery
runtime for maximum productivity and floor
coverage.

Weight
Machine
Battery Set

8 lbs (3.6 kg)

Shipping (1 Batt set)

40 lbs (18 kg)

Shipping (2 Batt set)

48 lbs (22 kg)

Shipping Class
Warranty
Productivity

Cordless operation
accelerates spot
vacuuming in office
areas.

100
3 years limited
30,000 sq ft per hour spot vacuuming,
60,000 sq ft per charge

In addition to the
enhanced safety
benefits of a
cordless design, the
Outlaw PB’s quiet
operation makes it
ideal for healthcare
facilities.

The Outlaw PB can
also be mounted
on a large barrel.
Requires 2 Barrel
Hangers (#6990781),
10ft hose (#6990801)
and Accessory Skirt
(#6990791)
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5 Comes with adjustable, telescoping wand (ideal
for stairs) hard floor/carpet tool, round brush, and
crevice tool.

The charger sequentially
recharges two sets of
batteries. It restores 60%
capacity in 60 minutes,
90% in 90 minutes, and
fully recharges a set
in two hours. The tray
simplifies staging in large
facilities.

The Outlaw PB harness is highly
ergonomic, incorporating a number
of important design features.
The harness adjusts for height;
has separate adjustments at the
shoulders, chest, and waist; while
the hip belt allows the user to alter
the position of the batteries for
improved comfort and balance.
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